
FISONS 

Only one thing comes close to 
New Improved Turfex 

The best ideas, the very best 

products, are rarely the result of some 

happy accident. Turfex is a classic 

example. 

It was recognised five years ago, by 

Service Chemicals pic, that dry patch and 

compaction were growing problems for 

groundsmen and greenkeepers -

problems that mechanical methods and 

wetting agents were not solving. 

So Turfex was created out of a 

need. It was 

designed, tested, 

refined and 

re-examined before 

it was finally made 

available in 1989. 

Its ability to reduce the surface 

tension of water is far greater than that 

of any simple wetting agent. But it also 

contains active ingredients that attach 

themselves to particles at the interface 

between the thatch and the root zone. 

They actually make this layer attract 

water-reversing its natural water 

repellent effect. 

Below this interface, other Turfex 

ingredients coat the sand-soil particles to 

attract and hold water. 

No other product matches this 

performance. In expenmental tnals at the 

Sports Turf Research Institute, no other 

product was more effective, doubling the 

rate of infiltration to the root area. 

Yet development continues, with 

Fisons taking over the marketing and 

support role. Now New Improved 

Turfex gives you even better 

performance. 

So Fisons will advise you on how 

New Improved Turfex can be integrated 

into your turf management programme 

to help cure and prevent problems such 

as dry patch and compaction. 

And Fisons will lend their expenence 

in turf care to yet further improvement 

of Turfex so that the turf managers trust 

in Turfex continues to be fulfilled. 

Now you know everything, almost. If 

you'd like to find 

out the rest of 

the Turfex story 

and see the 

supporting data, 

just talk to your 

local Fisons 

representative 

or stockist. 
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FISONS PLC, HORTICULTURE DIVISION, PAPER MILL LANE, BRAMFORD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK. IP8 4BZ TEL: (0473) 830492 FAX: (0473) 830046 OR (0473) 830386 TELEX: 98168 FIBRAM G 

TURFEX is a registered trade mark of Service Chemicals pic. 
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Greenkeeper International is the official mag-
azine of the British and International Golf 
Greenkeepers, Association and is published 
monthly at BIGGA Headquarters, Aldwark 
Manor, Aldwark, Alne, York Y06 2NF. 
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Contents may not be reprinted or other-
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sibility can be assumed for unsolicited mate-
rials. The right is reserved to edit submissions 
before publication. 

Circulation is by subscription. Subscription 
rate: UK £29 per year, Europe and Eire £39. 
The magazine is also distributed to BIGGA 
members, golf clubs, local authorities, the turf 
industry, libraries and central government. 

In search of 
the perfect cut 
As part of our spring grass 
cutting feature, Fred 
Wucherpfennig discusses 
an internationally accepted 
method of adjusting the 
reel to bedknife contact to 
ensure a quality cut 

Pages 45-50 

The cardinal sin of greenkeeping 
Overwatering is the sin, and Al Radco's immortal words are 
echoed by Jim Arthur in his irrigation critique Pages 35-38 

Will your grass seed stay the course? 
A critical evaluation of amenity grass seed - which is best for 
greens, tees, fairway or rough? Pages 27-28 

Save money, save time, use turf 
Leading turf producers come up with good reasons for staying 
with the sod, especially during course construction...Pages 23-25 

It's been a fantastic year, by George 
George Malcolm reflects on a year as BIGGA chairman Page 7 

Around t h e Green The members' news spreads to New Orleans, with 
a picture from the GCSAA show in America. Plus 
all your regular updates Pages 52-54, 62 

Editorial The ICI Premier Greenkeeper of the Year Award is 
a prestigious title - and it could be yours. David 
White points out hidden benefits Page 8 

Let te rs Another bumper postbag comes up with a diverse 
range of comments about greenkeeping and the 
industry. It's the page you write Page 18 

Q Q y ^ p P I C T U R E ' k e a u t y the Emerald isle, captured in this 
p i c t u r e o f S t r a f f o n G C Photograph: Irish Tourist Board 

Let Greenkeeper 
International work for you! 
For further information on 
the products and services 
advertised in this issue use 
the Reader Reply Card 
facing Page 56. Simply 
return the card to us (no 
stamp needed), stating the 
companies' Ad Ref 
numbers (found near their 
advertisement). We will then 
contact the companies for 
you. Below is the 
Greenkeeper International 
advertisers' index - an easy 
guide for you to find the 
advertisements in this issue. 
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Amazone 116 48 
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279 35 
British Overhead Irrigation 

351 35 
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Bucher Guyer 223 46 
Claymore 315 50 
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HF Seeds 353 28 
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Huxleys 60 40 
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Rigby Taylor 127 26 
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SISIS 176 64 
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Buyers Guide • 54-57 
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• More and more companies 
are discovering the benefits 
of advertising in 
Greenkeeper International -
the industry's most effective 
magazine. You can join 
them: call Bill Lynch on 
091 413 7218, Carol Dutton 
on 0207 570117 or BIGGA 
HQ on 03473 581 for details. 

DO YOU WANT MORE 
INFORMATION? 
It's easy with the FREE 
READER REPLY SERVICE 



Twister works fast to control 
worm problems on turf 
Apart from being unsightly, worm casts spoil turf surfaces by causing1 

mud deposits. These form ideal sites for weed establishment - and 
interfere with the true roll of balls on playing surfaces. 
Twister contains 85% by weight of the carbamate insecticide Carbaryl and controls casting worms in turf 
grass. It is recommended for use on all turf surfaces including fine or semi-fine turf and remains active in 
the soil for two months. 
Worm casts also encourage the spread of turf disease and the presence of high worm populations in fine 
turf is likely to attract moles - with even more devastating effect! 
So if you have problems with worm casts in turf, 
choose Twister. It could be a master stroke! 

RHONE-POULENC 

Rhône-Poulenc Environmental Products, Regent House, Hubert Road, Brentwood, Essex, CM144TZ.Tel:0277261414 Fax: 0277 264072 
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TWISTER CONTAINS CARBARYL 
READ THE LABEL BEFORE YOU BUY : USE PESTICIDES SAFELY 



Who and what are moving on and moving in, in the greenkeeping industry FACES & 
PLACES 

• Sam Hagen, course manager at the Vale G&CC in Worces-
tershire, tells me that the Midlands Pro/Am will be staged 
there on July 27th-30th, over what is probably Europe's 
longest new course at 7,940 yards. 

Open just one year and seeded with Penncross, it is Sam's 
idea to invite young greenkeepers, especially those with 
experience gained working with Penncross (perhaps on the 
continent?) to join the Club as working/paid guests for a 
period of 4-5 months leading up to the tournament. Inter-
ested? Call him on 0386 82545 (home) or 0386 82427 
(office). 

• The new chairman of the British Lawn-
mower Manufacturers Federation is Barry 
Abson of Atco-Qualcast Ltd. Barry has 
worked for Atco and Qualcast for nearly 
20 years and became a director in 1977, 
having qualified in production engineering 
before moving into management in the 
late '60s. Full members of BLMF include 

Atco, Black & Decker, Flymo, Hayters, and Ransomes Con-
sumer. Together they claim to manufacture at least 90% of 
lawnmowers sold in the UK market. 
• Congratulations to Arne van Amerongen, Holland's green-
keeping ambassador and 1991 ICI Greenkeeper of the Year 
finalist, on his appointment as course manager to the Syke 
Golf Club, an 18 hole parkland course in Germany. He tells 
me that staging the German Open is a distinct possibility at 
Syke in three years time. Arne will maintain a high profile in 
Britain, for he is continuing to attend the Cheshire College 
of Agriculture under the expert tutelage of Dennis Mortram. 
• Avoncrop Amenity Products continue their penetration in 
the market with two new staff appointments. John Palfrey 
becomes Technical Sales Manager responsible for technical 
back-up and the marketing of new and existing products in 
the south, with Brian Stephens appointed as Technical Sales 
Regional Manager for Bucks, Berks and Oxon, Wilts, west 
Surrey and Hampshire. 

• Bringing 'new blood' and enthusiasm to 
an area of business regarded by the Com-
pany as vitally important, Bruce Morton 
has been appointed sales executive, Heron 
Power Products, to cover the south, south 
east and East Anglia and to work through 
a specialist dealer network for Echo and 
Suzuki power products. 

• Steve Marnoch, one of the new ' y ° u n g tigers' of golf 
course architecture and most recently Project Manager, Golf 
Course Construction Developments whilst being retained by 

• The stork has 
been working busily 
in greenkeeping 
circles, with the 
delivery of a new 
daughter (and 
sleepless nights!) 
for Jim and Debbie 
Russell of Lingfield 
Park. Moving 
slightly further up 
the M1 to mid-
Anglia, Andrew and 
Ann Kennett of 
Knebworth 
welcomed Elizabeth 
Helen into the 
world. 
Congratulations to 
both sets of parents. 

the Casey Group as manager of their golf course construc-
tion division, is to take up the mantle of full time architec-
ture under his own banner - Steve Marnoch Golf Course 
Architecture. He expects to gain entry as an Associate of the 
British Institute of Golf Course Architects in April. 

• Michael Portsmouth has been appointed 
the new Parts Division Manager, Kubota 
UK Ltd, and will be responsible for the 
complete parts operation, which includes 
purchasing, inventory control, despatch 
and credit control, together with trading 
terms and conditions. Prior to joining Kub-
ota, Mike held senior posts in the parts 

and service departments at GD Mountfield and Technamo-
tor UK Ltd. 

Here's your Open invitation 
The 121st Open Championship will be held at Muirfield Golf Club, 
home of the Honorable Company of Edinburgh Golfers, from July 
16th-19th 1992, with course manager Chris Wittle in control of 
course preparation. 

As is usual, members of BIGGA will form a Greenkeeping Support 
Team and those wishing to be considered for this should forward 
their names and addresses to HQ as soon as possible. 

Preference will be given to those who will be free for a period 
which begins on Wednesday evening of July 15th and finishing on 
Sunday evening of July 19th, with priority being given to those who 
have formed part of the Support Team in previous years. 

FENDRESS™ BRITAIN'S No. 1 

COPIED BUT UNRIVALLED 
NOW AVAILABLE: 

ANGEL COURT, DAIRY YARD, HIGH STREET, 
MARKET HARBOROUGH 
LEICESTERSHIRE LE16 7NL 

Telephone: 
0858 464346/433003 
Fax: 0858 434734 

Fendress Regular 
Fendress Superfine 
Economy Top Dressing - for Tees 
and Approaches 
Sand/Loam Top Dressing 
Rootzone Mixes 
Highest quality Screened East 
Anglian Fensoil 

Fine Screened Sedge Peat for 
Fairways 
Fine Screened Sandy Loam 
Kiln dried Sand and Washed Grit for 
Vertidraining 
Lime-free Silica Sands 
Bunker Sands - White - Cream -
Pink or Yellow, including 
Moneystone 

Bulk deliveries nationwide • Please phone for quotation 
• Special discounts for large quantities 

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY AND SERVICE FROM THE PEOPLE WHO CARE 
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With the L2550GST, you can comfortably change 
through the gears without the clutch with the 
innovative, exclusive Glide Shift Transmission. 

With the L3250, you've got additional comfort of 
steering column mounted levers for both main shift 
and shuttle shift - providing more leg room and 
quicker, easier shifts. 

On both, you've got the latest low-noise cabs -
to reduce operator fatique and enhance comfort. 

The new DL Cab from Kubota, designed by 
Duncan Cabs for Kubota, complements the 
all-weather Q cab, and fulfills the most testing 
criteria - well below the sub 90 dBa requirement of 
the regulations. 

Just complete and return the coupon. You'll never 
feel more comfortable with a tractor! 

K 

Name KUBOTA (UK) LIMITED 
Address DORMER ROAD, THAME 

OXFORDSHIRE OX9 3UN 
Tel: 084421 -4500 Fax: 084421 -6685 

Gl.3.92 
Post Code Tel: : Telex: 837551 

THE POWER THAT LEADS 

Flexible. Budgetable. Available. Like all Kuboto machines, the L2550GST and 13250 tractors are available through Kubota Flexiplan, 
which offers low cost rentals from two to five years and which can include comprehensive maintenance plans, breakdown cover and replacement machines. 

THE KUBOTA L25506ST 
AND L3250. YOU'LL NEVER 
FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE 
WITH A TRACTOR 



í í l M f h a t can I say, David, I've quite simply had a fantas-
WW tic year!" Thus began my conversation at BTME 

with George Malcolm, BIGGA's Chairman during the past 
year. 

"Look around you, see for yourself the success of this one 
event alone, look at the way our members have rallied to 
support our aim - simply to be the best indoor trade show in 
the industry - multiply this one achievement by ten and you 
have my year in a nutshell, a totally satisfying and reward-
ing experience. I well remember talking to you 12 months 
ago, of my hopes and aspirations - and of my apprehensions 
- and can now sit back comfortably and relax, knowing that 
I received all the support for which I had hoped. 

"If I were to single out any one body for praise it would 
have to be my own Club, Middlesbrough Golf Club, for their 
totally unselfish support and encouragement. Without that, 
nothing like as much could have been done during my term 
of office - so I'll be back to Middlesbrough in 1992 to try 
and reward them equally, including my selflessly devoted 
greenkeeping team, for they're great guys, every one! 

"Do you remember my sales pitch last year, my principal 
goal? This was one calling for members to bring in new 
blood and swell the ranks. Well, it seems my words didn't 
go entirely unnoticed, for our membership has certainly 
grown over the past 12 months - and I've achieved a 200% 
goal by bringing in two new members personally. This is an 
aim we must continue to promote, for there is no doubt that 
the strength of this or any other organisation is in numbers 
- the point being that our collective voice is increasingly 
heard and reacted to in no uncertain fashion. 

"You ask me if I've achieved all I set out to do 12 months 
ago, and in truth I do believe I have. I've tried for a high 
profile, attending every possible function to which I was 
invited, and I only missed one event over the whole period -
a big disappointment at not being at The Belfry to cheer the 
BIGGA team to victory in the Kubota Challenge. As it hap-
pened, the team managed a 'whitewash' and I shared in 
their pride of achievement, but I do wish I could have been 
there in person, just to rally the team! 

"It's not been a pressurised year at all, thanks to a bonny 
team behind me on the Board of Management, and I can do 
no more than repeat my plea of 12 months past, which is for 
every member to 'wave the flag and bring new incumbents 
into our midst'. I still believe that the package BIGGA pro-
vides is the bargain of the century! 

"Although we cannot achieve the membership numbers of 
our American cousins, simply because of their obvious 
larger geographic areas and population, we are actually 
pulling in more greenkeepers per Club, county or region 
than those of the USA and the percentage total of green-
keepers in BIGGA is far greater than that of the GCSAA, 
which is no mean feat! That stated, I'll not be content until 

we have a total 100% membership, with every greenkeeper 
in the land proud to be a BIGGA member. 

"To younger greenkeepers, I can say that their increas-
ingly rosy future undoubtedly lies in further education, and 
I urge them not to let a further day go by without enrolling 
in some form of higher education programme or other. The 
choice is limitless, with our own Master Greenkeeper Certifi-
cate and management courses high on the list of attractive 
possibilities. I'm also really excited about the probability of 
greater numbers entering the ICI Greenkeeper of the Year 
awards and I'm busy encouraging greenkeepers I know to 
put forward a fellow greenkeeper that they secretly admire 
and whose expertise is worthy of recognition. 

"Now I'm looking forward to handing over to Roy Kates in 
April, though I shall certainly miss the heady feeling, the 
elation of being in the driving seat for a whole year and it 
will perhaps be a week or two before I come down to earth! 
In conclusion, I still maintain that openness has been the 
saviour of my year, with folks who had something important 
to say taking the right course in saying it to the right people 
at the right time. It is something that Roy will no doubt 
want to encourage and nurture. This has been the most 
wonderful year of my life and I wouldn't have missed it for 
the world!" 

GOLF COURSE SIGNS 
Designed to your own specification. Strongly 
manufactured. Maintenance free, chip resistant, 

club motif if required. 
Choice of colours 

Ring now and just let us know what you need 
A C & M Birch Ltd 
Golf Signs 
Unit GH1, Platts Lane, 
Burscough, Lanes. L40 7TE 

Telephone: Alan Birch 0704 896177/892997 

George Malcolm talks to David White 

about his year as BIGGA Chairman 

GREENKEEPER INTERNATIONAL March 1992 
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Hidden benefits of 
international nominations for ICI 

Premier Greenkeeper 
Editorial Comment 

In the February issue I promised freedom from 'party politi-
cals', whilst declaring in the forthcoming months that readers 

would find it hard to escape those 'other' national electioneering 
issues that were bound to hit them from every media direction. 
Well, that was February, the political temperature was still on 
simmer and there were far more important tubs to thump -
including our own highly successful Golden and Silver Circle 
Greenkeeper Education and Development Fund. 

Be that as it may, the power of the printed word, Green-
keeper International style, must occasionally be used for prod-
ding the reader into further action, with this particular 'prod' 
aimed at urging nominations for still more candidates for the 
1992 ICI Premier Greenkeeper of the Year Award. The Associa-
tion is seeking to promote the biggest number of candidates 
ever in 1992, so to begin this column, I propose to run my own 
'party political' for this admirable award by outlining again the 
simple rules by which you may nominate someone that you may 
know and admire. They are so simple and free from hassle that 
anyone, indeed everyone, can enter a prospective candidate -
and they should! 

All that is needed is the agreement of your choice of head 
greenkeeper or course manager, someone whose management 
and playing conditions you admire, to complete all stages of the 
Award, including a course assessment by an established judge. 
The course itself doesn't have to be a championship layout, 
indeed it could be the most humble little nine-holer tucked 
away from all but local admiration. Having played many such 
delicious nine-hole courses, especially in Scotland, I can vouch 
for the particular charm and superb conditions of such gems, 
often achieved on peppercorn budgets by totally dedicated 
greenkeepers who are, quite simply, unsung heroes. 

Another point to remember is that any member can nominate 

GTC APPROVED COLLEGES 
OAKLANDS COLLEGE 

School QÎ.Agriculture & Floristry 

DON'T LET THE GRASS GROW 
UNDER YOUR FEET!! 

Oaklands College can offer you a wide range of courses including 

The New National Certificate in 
Greenkeeping & Sports Turf Management 

Further information from: 
Admissions Officer, 
School of Agriculture & Horticulture, 
Oaklands College, Oaklands Campus, 
Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts. AL4 OJA. 

. Tel: 0727 50651. Fax 0727 47987 

The first college in the land based industries 
to achieve BS 5750 is now the first college 
to offer a Higher National Diploma in:-

Golf Greenkeeping 
with 

European Studies 
Check out the difference 

a head greenkeeper for the ICI Premier Greenkeeper Award, 
including those members in the trade, from the educational sec-
tor, or even a green committee chairman or Club secretary. 
Most important of all is that we want to hear from our members 
and we want to hear now! On a more commercial tack, such a 
nomination can look awfully impressive on a job application, 
recognising as it does that here is a greenkeeper who does an 
exceptional job. Please fill in the pre-paid card contained 
within the pages of this issue - let's hear it for those untold 
numbers of unsung heroes! 

Turning now to other matters, I was disturbed to learn from 
Paul Copsey, Kent's prolific scribe, of yet another example of 
'sharks about' infiltration, this time into the very midst of profes-
sional greenkeeping circles by a member of the PGA. Appar-
ently, one such PGA pro has formed his own management 
company and has circulated Clubs in the south, proposing that 
his company should manage their entire course and clubhouse, 
lock, stock and barrel, installing a full complement of 'person-
a l l / selected staff - pro, greenkeeping, bar and catering etc., 
and using equipment owned or leased by the management com-
pany - all at a fixed fee. One can only shudder at the long term 
implications of such a 'business', spawned no doubt by the 
unfortunate introduction of local authority competitive tender-
ing, for as Paul was at pains to point out, such deals usually see 
costs pared to a minimum by cutting staff, wages and course 
budgets, with the inevitable result being the lowering of stan-
dards and morale. 

Paul went on to say that the PGA have been notified of this 
matter and propose taking measures to restrict the offender's 
plans. One wonders how powerful on matters of discipline the 
PGA really are, thus we can only hope they have the teeth to 
bite - and bite hard! DAVID WHITE 

Cannington College, Nr. Bridgwater, 
Somerset TA5 2LS Tel. 0278 652226 

NOTICE TO MEMBERS 
The BIGGA Annual 
General Meeting 
will be held on 

Wednesday 8 April 
1992 at 2,30pm 

in The Royal York 
Hotel, York 
(immediately adjacent 
to the Railway Station) 

ANNUAL 
GENERAL 
MEETING 

- NEIL THOMAS, 
Executive Director 

Copies of the audited 
accounts will be available 
from Section Secretaries 
during the four weeks prior 
to the Meeting 



Concluding our speaker profiles for 1992's top education event 

Barry Cooper is the well known son of a 
well known father: nationally acknowledged 
drainage expert, Turner Cooper, who 
invented the first trenchless drainage 
machine back in 1954 and authored the 
definitive book "Practical Land Drainage" in 
1965. 

Following a spell in the RAF until 1955, 
Barry rejecting a place at Nottingham University in order to take 
over the family drainage business, a career he is still actively 
involved in, though now as managing director of his own 
drainage contracting business. After some 36 years experience in 
the drainage industry, Barry spends most of his time working in 
a consultancy capacity. 

His lifetime interest in sport (he is a keen golfer, once playing 
to single figures but now 19 and rising!) and a chance meeting 
with the redoubtable Jim Arthur in the 1970s led him to 
become involved in golf course drainage consultancy work, a 
task he is well able to appreciate both from the playing and 
administrative side of golf, especially as he enters his second 
term as green chairman of his home course, Knebworth Golf 
Club, Leicester. 

He lists amongst his clients such worthies as St Andrews 
Links, Turnberry, Royal Liverpool, The Belfry, Woodhall Spa and 
Alwoodly Golf Club. Barry's conference subject will be "Golf 
Course Drainage - Before and After Construction". 

Bernard Findlay will be posing the ques-
tion: "Can you build a Seaside Links - or is 
that Nature's job?" As one who trained and 
worked on three golf courses in the south east 
of England before departing to the northern-
most tip of Northern Ireland in County Lon-
donderry to become course manager of the 
45 hole Portstewart Golf Club complex, 

Bernard no doubt has some interesting views on working with 
linksland, for he has lived and worked at Portstewart for the 
past six years - during which time he counts amongst his 
achievements the development of new holes on the Portstewart 
course and the staging of the Northern Ireland Iseki qualifying 
event. 

Laurence Pithie is Britain's highest profile 
head greenkeeper, being the recent recipient 
of the UK's first ever Master Greenkeeper Cer-
tificate, presented to him at BTME in January 
by the Association's President, Viscount 
Whitelaw. His career pattern is equally well 
known, taking him straight from school to the 
famous Bruntsfield Links, a course of studies 

at Elmwood College and later to the head greenkeeping role at 
Moretonhall Golf Club, also in Edinburgh. 

A further five years at Sandiway Golf Club in Cheshire was fol-
lowed by a move south to his present position as course man-
ager at the Minchinhampton Golf Club in Gloucester, a post he 
has held since 1981. He lives in nearby Tetbury with his wife 
Sandra and two children, aged six and ten. 

On three occasions Laurence has visited the USA - twice as 
National Greenkeeper and Groundsman of the Year - and on 
one occasion presented a paper on turfgrass management to an 
American audience in Houston, Texas. When not on home 
ground, and sandwiched between his other interests of golf and 
badminton, he can be found visiting and photographing other 
courses and he now possesses a large collection of slides, books 
and literature relating to golf course management. His chosen 
subject will be "Golf Course Development - A Greenkeeper's 
Viewpoint". 

Jonathan Gaunt, a keen 5 handicap 
golfer, graduated from Leeds Polytechnic in 
1985 with a BA (Hons.) degree in Landscape 
Architecture, followed by a further Diploma 
in Landscape Architecture. 

His first experience in the golf industry was 
as a humble labourer, working for course 

contractors, Brian D Pierson Ltd, in 1987. Working at 'grass 
roots' level set him in good stead and he eventually became a 
construction supervisor, working on courses such as The Jubilee 
at St Andrews and St George's Hill in Surrey. 

In 1989 he joined Golf Landscapes Ltd as a design/contracts 
manager, his first contract being the design and construction of 
the Family Golf Centre in Stevenage. In addition he co-designed 
the Hanover Golf Club and designed and supervised numerous 
reconstructions to existing courses. 

Autumn of 1990 saw him in business as a freelance golf 
course architect, his first design being the Magnolia Park Golf 
Club in Bucks, soon followed by Snipedales in Lincolnshire, both 
due to be built this year. In his first year he has seen the building 
of his 18 hole course at Elemore in Sunderland, 27 holes at 
Breinholtgard in Denmark, 27 holes at Farrington, Bristol and is 
currently supervising the construction of Sandmartins in Berk-
shire. Jonathan will discuss "Project Management - How Does It 
Compare To Normal Golf Course Construction Projects?" 

Lindum Seeded Turf, the sponsor of BIGGA's 
1992 Educational Conference along with 
their associates, is a company managed per-
sonally by members of the Fell family, with 
Stephen Fell, ARICS, MRAC, as Chief 
Executive Director responsible for production 
and management. Stephen will address the 
conference on a provocative subject "Course 
Aesthetics, Good, Bad or Indifferent." He is 

concerned that in new course constructions, the most vital 
aspects essential for longevity without major problems are often 
neglected - or even ignored! Stephen Fell has vast commercial 
experience and worked for some time as a surveyor involved in 
land use and open cast reclamation for ADAS in Durham before 
qualifying as a Chartered Surveyor in 1977. In the past he has 
managed a farm in France, controlled the large farm and forest 
estate of Robin Leigh-Pemberton in Kent for nine years, and 
travelled extensively in the Antipodes, studying turf technology 
as a Nuffield Scholar both in Australia and the USA. As a practis-
ing conservationist Stephen is very concerned about the environ-
ment and would like to see architects putting as much thought 
into the environment of new courses as they do into design. 

David Boothby is another of Lindum's associates making a 
presentation at Cirencester, better known to many as Toro's 
Sales Manager. Thirty three year old David has been in the trade 
since 1978, beginning in parts sales, progressing through general 
sales in a Toro dealership to that of distributorship with Lely 
(UK) Ltd since their acquisition of the franchise in 1983. For a 
further seven years David worked in the south west providing 
support to dealers before moving to Cambridgeshire in May 
1990 to take up his present sales management position. In com-
mon with Stephen Fell of Lindum Turf, David sees some pretty 
dire examples of mismanagement in the field of new golf course 
constructions, particularly in the machinery sector, and will 
address on the subject of "Machinery - The Right Equipment for 
a Successful Finish." 

• For a copy of the 
National Education 
Conference 
programme and 
booking form, 
contact BIGGA HQ 
on 03473 581/2 



Golfs increasing popularity has brought a 

big demand for new courses; and the 

market has responded with some 1,400 

planning applications to satisfy public 

need. But are the right courses being built? 

LAURENCE PITH1E examines the facts 

A few years have passed since an advi-
sory panel to the R&A published the 
document 'Demand For Golf, stat-
ing the need to provide another 700 
or so courses over the next decade. 
With some 1,400 planning applica-
tions currently being lodged with 
local authorities, it appears the ini-

tial target will be reached well before the end of the century. 
However, this does not necessarily auger well for the future 
since there are not enough qualified architects, contractors 
or greenkeepers available to design, construct and maintain 
them to the desired standard. 

Whether or not the R&A's assessment is accurate is per-
haps irrelevant. What is important is that the right type of 
course is provided, one that is developed in a professional 
manner and at a price which can be reflected in acceptable 
future playing costs. This article examines the current situa-
tion and asks: 'Are these new courses meeting current 
demand?' 

From its early origins in the 15th century and indeed for 
the next 400 years, golf was a game enjoyed only by the 
affluent members of society and mainly limited to the east 
coast of Scotland. Since the costs of hand made clubs and 
balls were prohibitive, the game remained an exclusive pas-
time until the invention of the 'guttie' ball around 1850. The 
spread of the railway network and the much publicised 
matches between the Dunn's and the Morris's also had a sig-
nificant influence on golfs advancement. 

Since the late 19th century golf has enjoyed various 
surges in popularity, as well as periods of decline brought 
about by two world wars and economic depression. The 
phenomenal rise in golfs popularity in the USA and the 
advent of TV coverage during the early '60s brought a resur-
gence of interest to our shores, which was further enhanced 
by the arrival of celebrities such as Palmer and Nicklaus. In 
fact it was Nicklaus who did much to encourage more Amer-
ican professionals to play in The Open Championship, 
despite its then 'sagging' fortunes, and for this the R&A are 
eternally grateful. The emergence of European players and 
the effect of Ryder Cup victories, along with increased 
leisure time, has led to a dramatic rise in the game's popu-
larity. People from all walks of life are eager to tread new 
ground and, subsequently, golf is currently being played by 
well over a million people, with many more attending driv-
ing ranges and pitch and putt courses, making it a multi-mil-
lion pound industry. 

To many observers, it would appear that the game is in a 
healthy state. Most private Clubs have long membership 
waiting lists and public courses are played from dawn till 
dusk, often with players sleeping in cars overnight in order 
to reserve a tee time later in the day. The reality is that 
many wishing to take up the game can neither apply to join 
or play at a private Club, as they do not have a handicap. 
Public courses are few in number and it is tiresome obtain-
ing a tee time booking, especially in the more populated 
regions. It is this dilemma which the R&A recognised, lead-
ing to the conclusion that many new courses were required. 

At first glance the solution appears relatively simple. Since 
agriculture is proving less profitable due to EC quotas and 
falling grain prices, many farmers can sell off surplus land to 
enterprising developers or indeed finance course construc-
tion themselves. A recent survey indicated a vast untapped 
market ready to take up the game, so it would appear that 
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Supply 
turning fields into fairways was as safe a bet as initial invest-
ment in electricity shares. A number of local councils have 
been practically deluged with planning applications, but are 
not quite as sympathetically inclined as previously, espe-
cially where many applications had proven to be 'back-door' 
approaches to building hotels, housing, conference centres 
and the like. Proposed new ventures are now met with 
tighter controls, with the question of golfs environmental 
impact one of paramount importance for planning commit-
tees to consider. 

The days when a group of enthusiasts met in a local inn to 
discuss the forming a golf Club and creating their own 
course on nearby land are probably gone forever. The 
majority of new ventures are either 'pay as you play' - often 
quite expensive and with little or no private membership -
or exclusive American-style country Clubs offering a range 
of five star facilities. In some areas there appears to be a 

T h e days 
when 
enthusiasts 
met to 
discuss 
forming a 
golf Club 
and creating 
their own 
course are 
probably 
gone 
forever' 




